Synaesthesia by Daniel Krammer in the framework of Visiting Schlossberg Mountain 2018
Opening: 25th May 2018 4.00 - 8.00 p.m.
Press tour: 25th May 2018 3.00 p.m.
Workshop Art Ark: Tue, 12th June 2018 2.00 p.m.
Art & Dining: Fri, 8th June 2018 6.00 p.m.
Duration: 25th May - 6th July 2018
Finissage: 7th July 2018 11.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m.
Location: Bell Tower, Schlossberg 6, 8010 Graz
Opening hours: Thu & Fri 2.00 – 6.00 p.m.
Sat 11.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m. and upon appointment

Credits: Synaesthesia, 2015 by Daniel Krammer

Mobil: +43 (0) 664 182 8678
E-mail: dhaberz@artconsultancyhaberz.org
Web: http://www.artconsultancyhaberz.org

The emerging Austrian artist Daniel Krammer is showing his solo exhibition Synaesthesia with three
site-specific installations in the framework of the exhibition series Visiting Schlossberg Mountain in the
local landmark Bell Tower, known as Liesl on Schlossberg Mountain from 25th of May until 7th of July 2018.
Krammer's work engages with the subtile and brings the subconcious to the surface, the in-existent becomes evident and
allows reference to the Korean artist Lee Ufan, part of the Mono-Ha Movement, who in his artistic process crosses the
boundaries between 'nothing' to 'something', subsequently dissolving again.
Entering Krammer's installation our five senses engage with his work, upon leaving the exhibition visitors carry their
experience with them, at the same time it is dissolved. The exhibition Synaesthesia adds sculptural realisation of
Krammer's experience to his oeuvre, his works spread out like a web into real space taking on material form.
In the framework of the art interview series AØH Conversations Krammer explains his access point to his understanding
of Synaesthesia and shows his subtle artistic output often solely to be read between the lines uncovering the in-existent,
thereby leaving a mark in our perception. By means of white noise in the exhibition setting in the Bell tower our experience
is intensified still at the same time leaving space for our own thoughts and interpretation in relation to his art. Interview in
German:
The artist says to his influence by Dadaism himself: Dada means for me the ability to recognise opposition, its use and
transfer, drawing strategies from, thereby continuing inner strength and freedom and vast cultivation. The origin is not
primarily relevant, more its positioning from today's perspective. Dada has been ended out of itself (Dada from the
suitcase - Enrique Vila Matas). There is nothing more to say by myself, neither am I inspired by it's original form, rather by
the strategy of lasting assertion over a long period of time. From intellectual exile and admiration of language for pure
idealistic reasons. With regards to that I am a constructivist.
During the exhibition the newly conceived workshop series Art Ark/ Brückenschlag der Kunst will be staged. By means of
Fine Art as intermediary an intergenerational bridge will be drawn between young and senior citizens. In the last exhibition
week the results of the workshops will be presented to the public and a magazine will document the results.
In the framework of the Indulgence Capital Graz 2018, a curatorial tour with small appetiser takes place on 8th of June at
6.00 p.m., followed by a dinner in the framework of the series Art & Dining to be disbursed by the participants
themselves. The series takes place on Schlossberg Mountain since 2015, please RSVP under the above contacts.
We look forward to your reviews and seeing you at the Liesl with inspired discussions on the art by Daniel Krammer.

Daniela Haberz, M.A.
Kuratorin

Unterstützt vom Bürgermeister der Stadt Graz
Im Rahmen der Genusshauptstadt 2018

